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More catalogues from Floris Books
Our Steiner-Waldorf Education catalogue
includes inspiring features and exclusive extracts.
Our Kelpies catalogue showcases our range of
Scottish books for children everywhere.
View both catalogues online at:
www.florisbooks.co.uk/catalogues/

Floris Books also distributes books for...
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PRICES
Prices in this catalogue are valid in the UK only
and take effect from 1 January 2020. They are
subject to change without notice.

INDIVIDUAL ORDERS
If you have difficulty ordering from a bookshop
(see inside back cover), you can order from our
website, www.florisbooks.co.uk, or contact
our distributor BookSource (see under Trade
Orders).
Postage and Packing
UK: £2.50
Europe: £5.00 for the first book
and £1.50 per book thereafter
Rest of World: £10.00 for the first book
and £2.50 per book thereafter

RIGHTS
Language and territorial rights are available for
sale to other publishers for some books. Contact
Floris Books for further information or visit
www.florisbooks.co.uk/rights/

EBOOKS
Some of our books are also available
as eBooks. Look for the eBook symbol
throughout the catalogue.
Cover artwork: Front cover from Wake Up,
Let's Play! (p.11); back cover from Stargazers'
Almanac 2021 (p.29).
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In this season's selection of books for children, take a journey into classic Finnish
folklore (p.15) and an atmospheric night walk (p.5). Discover Gerda Muller's
unique interpretation of The Sorcerer's Apprentice (p.7), and learn about sharing
and caring (p.13) and imaginative play (p.11) with our beautiful board books.
Parents can find out Why Children Need Boundaries (p.23), and fans of crafting
will love our new edition of the classic Magic Wool Fairies (p.21).
Our non-fiction selection includes the latest from the Karl König archive
(p.30), as well as a thoughtful new exploration of dying and death from an
experienced counsellor (p.31) and the perennial favourite Stargazers' Almanac
for 2021 (p.29).

Ordering
If you have any questions about our books, email floris@florisbooks.co.uk
or call 0131 337 2372. If you would like to place an order, please contact
our distributor BookSource (contact details opposite) or visit our website at
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Katy Lockwood-Holmes, Christian Maclean and the Floris team
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Picture Books

The Night Walk
MARIE DORLÉANS
• A luminous, dreamy story with lyrical text that follows a family on a
mysterious moonlit adventure
• Rich, atmospheric illustrations brilliantly evoke a night-time journey
through sleepy streets and rugged, beautiful countryside
• Translated from French, the original edition won the prestigious
Prix Landerneau, in the best children’s book category
• Celebrates the importance of family time and the majesty of the
natural world
Mama opened our bedroom door, interrupting the night-time darkness.
“Wake up, you two,” she whispered. “Let's go, so we get there on time.”
Excited, the sleepy family step outside into a beautiful summer evening.
They’ve entered a night-time world, quiet and shadowy, filled with fresh
smells and amazing sights. Is this what they miss when they’re asleep?
Together, they walk out of their sleeping village. What will they find in
the dark landscape?

A beautiful and evocative celebration of
family and the awe-inspiring power of nature
Marie Dorléans studied Art and History
of Art at the School of Decorative Arts
in Strasbourg, France. She graduated in
2010 and has worked as a children’s book
illustrator since then. The Night Walk is
the winner of the French literary prize,
the Prix Landerneau, in the best children’s
book category, and was also shortlisted for
the Prix Sorcières.

From French | 275 x 196 mm | colour illustrations | 32pp | 978-178250-639-3 | hardback with jacket | £12.99 | Age 4-8 | 23 April 2020
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Picture Books

The Sorcerer’s
Apprentice
GERDA MULLER
• A beautiful interpretation of the story that inspired Disney’s Fantasia
• Lovingly illustrated in exquisite detail, breathing new magic into the
classic tale
• From renowned artist Gerda Muller, creator of the award-winning
A Year in Our New Garden
When poor orphan boy Oliver becomes a sorcerer’s apprentice, he learns
wonderful magic spells, the secrets of nature, and how to make healing
potions and oils from his kindly new master.
But one day, when the sorcerer is away, Oliver enchants some brooms
to do his cleaning for him. When the spell gets out of control, how can
Oliver stop the magic?

Also by Gerda Muller:

Gerda Muller's unique interpretation of the
classic tale about the importance of hard work
Gerda Muller was born in 1926 in Naarden,
Holland. She has illustrated over 120 books
for children and her books have been
translated into many languages. She is the
creator of the Seasons board books, How
Does My Garden Grow?, How Does My
Fruit Grow?, A Year Around the Great Oak,
and A Year in Our New Garden, which was
named a USBBY Outstanding International
Book 2017.

From French | 278 x 296 mm | colour illustrations | 24pp | 978-178250-628-7 | hardback | £12.99 | Age 4-7 | 20 February 2020
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Picture Books

Evie and the
Strawberry Surprise
STEFANIE DAHLE
• Join Evie and her friends, the flower fairies and creatures of Wildberry
Acres, on their magical adventures in the third book of the Evie the
Strawberry Fairy series
• Stefanie Dahle has sold over half a million books in her native Germany
• A sweet and funny story with an emotional learning message about
keeping an open mind and avoiding judgements
• Features charming watercolour illustrations full of character and fun
Something strange is happening in Wildberry Acres: Evie has lost her
magic wand, her strawberries have turned bright blue, and odd noises
have been heard coming from Berry Woods. Her friends blame the scary
creature who has just moved there, but they’re in for a surprise… Can Evie
find out the truth and make a new friend at the same time?

More adventures with Evie and friends:

“A delightful combination
of an enchanted
wonderland tale with
practical eco-knowledge."

Explore the natural world with Evie
the strawberry fairy and her friends
Stefanie Dahle is a bestselling children’s
author and illustrator. She is well known
in her native Germany, where her books,
which include the Evie the Strawberry Fairy
series, have sold over half a million copies.
She lives in Lüneburg Heath in northern
Germany.

— FOREWORD REVIEWS
From German | 280 x 215 mm | colour illustrations | 32pp | 978-178250-638-6 | hardback | £10.99 | Age 3-6 | 23 April 2020
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Board Books

Wake Up, Let’s Play!
MARIT TÖRNQVIST
• A charming board book with wonderfully detailed illustrations
• Little ones will enjoy the brilliant variety of imaginative play scenarios
• Simple words and diverse representation
• From the award-winning illustrator of Charlie’s Magical Carnival
Join two friends who love playing together. They play birthday parties and
snowmen, chefs and artists, castles and towns. And when the day is over
and it’s time for bed, they can’t wait to play together again tomorrow.
With gorgeous, detailed scenes of children playing, this simple board book
has very few words, encouraging children to interact with the beautiful
artwork in their own way.

Also illustrated
by Marit Törnqvist:

Discover the endless possibilities of
imaginative play in this sturdy board book

“A joyful
celebration
of free-range
fantasy."
— KIRKUS REVIEW
on Charlie's Magical
Carnival

Unfold
the magic

Marit Törnqvist is the creator of many
books, including Charlie’s Magical
Carnival, and the illustrator of several of
Astrid Lindgren’s picture books. In 2011
she was awarded a Golden Plaque from
the Biennial of Illustration Bratislava,
one of the most prestigious children’s
illustration awards.

From Dutch | 200 x 185 mm | colour illustrations | 22pp | 978-178250-626-3 | board book | £7.99 | Age 1-3 | 16 January 2020
S20 Floris FINAL.indd 13
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Board Books

Daisy the
Hungry Duck
STORY BY EVELIEN VAN DORT
ILLUSTRATIONS BY MARJAN VAN ZEYL
• A gentle story that will teach young children about sharing
• Soft, warm illustrations lend a dream-like quality to this board book
adaptation of Dora Duck and the Juicy Pears
• Rhythmic words make it a perfect story to read aloud
Daisy the duck and her friends are very hungry. When they waddle off
to look for food on the farm, they soon get lost. Can Daisy and the other
ducks find something tasty to eat and find their way home to the stream?

You might also like:

NEW
FORMAT

A charming board book for very young children,
with soft illustrations and rhythmic words
Evelien van Dort lives in the Netherlands. She
has written many story books for children, as
well as parenting books such as Why Don’t
Children Sit Still?
Marjan van Zeyl was born in Amsterdam.
She has illustrated several books for children,
including The Apple Cake and Hannah on
the Farm.

From Dutch | 180 x 153 mm | colour illustrations | 12pp | 978-178250-634-8 | board book | £6.99 | Age 1-3 | 19 March 2020
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Story Books and Anthologies

An Illustrated
Kalevala
Myths and Legends from Finland

RETOLD BY KIRSTI MÄKINEN
ILLUSTRATIONS BY PIRKKO-LIISA SUROJEGIN
• A thrilling and inspiring prose retelling of Finland’s national folk saga
• A sumptuous hardback gift edition that will be treasured by older
children and adults alike
• Stunning illustrations from acclaimed artist Pirkko-Liisa Surojegin
bring the tales to life in rich detail
Encounter the magical shamans, mighty eagles and terrifying beasts of
Finnish folklore.
Exquisitely detailed artwork of magical creatures, snowy mountains,
adventurous heroes and dark forests by renowned illustrator Pirkko-Liisa
Surojegin brings the saga to life.

Also illustrated by Pirkko-Liisa Surojegin:

“The illustrations are beyond
marvellous... This is a perfect
holiday story."
— YOUTH SERVICES BOOK REVIEW

A lavishly illustrated prose adaptation
of the classic Finnish epic
Kirsti Mäkinen (1939-2016) was a lecturer
in Finnish language and literature. Her
adaptation of The Kalevala was awarded a
2009 Aesop Prize.
Pirkko-Liisa Surojegin is a well-known
Finnish illustrator, renowned for her delicate,
detailed portrayals of Finland’s wildlife and
folklore. She is the illustrator of Otto and
the Secret Light of Christmas

From Finnish | 234 x 210 mm | colour illustrations | 120pp | 978-178250-643-0 | hardback | £20.00 | Age 9+ | 14 May 2020
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Elsa Beskow

Includes
exclusive
mini books

Gift Collections
Two charming gift collections from one of
Scandinavia's most famous illustrators. Each
box set contains an exclusive mini edition of a
Beskow title, not available anywhere else.
Children of the Forest box set
978-178250-380-4 | £25.00
Peter in Blueberry Land box set
978-178250-381-1 | £25.00

Children of the Forest
The Flowers' Festival
Pelle's New Suit
Woody, Hazel and Little Pip
Princess Sylvie (exclusive)

More Elsa Beskow gifts:

16
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Peter in Blueberry Land
Around the Year
Ollie's Ski Trip
The Sun Egg
Emily and Daisy (exclusive)
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Elsa Beskow

Elsa Beskow
Calendar 2021
• Nostalgic seasonal illustrations from the 'Beatrix Potter of Sweden'
• Calendar comes shrink-wrapped with a cardboard strengthener
• Includes illustrations from Children of the Forest, Ollie’s Ski Trip,
Thumbelina, Christopher’s Garden, The Sun Egg, and many more
This month-to-view calendar is beautifully illustrated with seasonal
artwork from Elsa Beskow’s books. The main British, American and
Swedish public holidays are marked, and space is included for writing
in appointments.
Elsa Beskow (1874–1953) is the most popular children’s illustrator in
Sweden, where her picture books have been known and loved for over
a century.

Celebrate the seasons with Elsa Beskow:

A spacious month-to-view calendar
featuring Elsa Beskow's seasonal artwork

2020
still
available

305 x 305 mm | colour illustrations | 24pp | 978-178250-641-6 | wall calendar | £9.99 inc VAT | 14 May 2020
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Spring and Summer Favourites
18

Spring and Summer Favourites

978-178250-521-1

978-178250-471-9

978-178250-469-6

978-178250-472-6

board book | £5.99

board book | £6.99

hardback | £10.99

978-178250-488-7

978-178250-473-3

978-178250-561-7

978-178250-244-9

board book | £5.99

box set | £20.00

hardback w/ jacket | £12.99

hardback | £14.99
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hardback | £12.99
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Floris Books publishes a range of books for parents, teachers and carers,
and we have the widest selection of Steiner-Waldorf education books
in the UK.
Read on to discover the new, updated edition of perennial bestseller Magic
Wool Fairies for crafting inspiration throughout the seasons (p.21). You
will also find the latest selection of books on Waldorf education from
WECAN and Waldorf Publications (p.24-26).
Parents can find practical advice on setting clear rules to help their
children thrive in Why Children Need Boundaries (p.23), a holistic and
positive guide by Loïs Eijgenram.

978-178250-611-9
hardback | £8.99

What's New for Parents & Teachers?

What's New for Parents & Teachers?

Recent highlights

978-178250-610-2

978-178250-568-6

978-178250-566-2

978-178250-529-7

paperback | £20.00

paperback | £9.99

paperback | £14.99

paperback | £12.99
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30

31

32

Decoration

38

Hairstyle: Wreath of plaited hair
Take three strands of wool of identical thickness
and make a plait the length of the circumference
of the head (Figures 30 and 31). Do not plait too
tightly. With the help of the felting needle, attach
it carefully to the head all the way round. Since it
is difficult to fuse the plaited strands of wool with
the wool underneath, you will need a little patience.
The needle has to be inserted many times through
the plait (Figures 33 and 34).

33

34

35

Hairstyle: Wreath of twisted hair
Twist together one or a few coloured strands of
wool. Lay the twisted wreath round the head and
tie a knot. Attach it with the felting needle by
carefully fusing the wool all the way round, as with
the plaited wreath.

Ornaments
This fairy is decorated with pink rhinestones. See the
chapter on ornamental stones and stars on page 34 and
Figures 36 and 37 where they are stuck on with glue.

36

37

Wings
Make wings from white wool roving. See the chapter
on various shapes of wings on page 37.
Use the felting needle to attach these wings to
the back of the fairy. Make sure you do not thrust
the needle right through to the front of the figure
(Figure 38).
Now bend the arms into the desired shape – and
your beautiful fairy is finished.
31

More crafts and activities:
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How to Make Seasonal Fairies and Angels

Crafts & Activities

Magic Wool Fairies

NEW
EDITION

CHRISTINE SCHÄFER
• Everything you need to start crafting magical fairies and angels using
magic wool
• Fully illustrated with beautiful colour photographs
• Features clear step-by-step instructions with useful diagrams
• A fresh new edition, redesigned and even easier to use
Magic wool is warm, vibrant and perfect for making beautiful, magical
fairies for seasonal nature tables, birthday celebrations, Christmas
decorations and much more.
This book includes step-by-step instructions, colour photographs and clear
diagrams for more than twenty beautiful fairies. The projects range from
simple yet effective to more elaborate designs for experienced crafters.

“In the fingers of Christine Schäfer, magic wool
becomes the substance for creating a series
of decorative angels... Great easy-to-fashion
holiday gifts.” — BOOKLIST ONLINE

Discover the joy of magic wool crafting,
create fairies and angels for all occasions
Christine Schäfer was born in 1962 in Germany.
She worked as an architect before raising her three
children. She has been passionate about magic
wool for many years and mostly creates detailed
figures. She runs workshops and presents her work
at exhibitions.

From German | 210 x 192 mm | colour illustrations | 104pp | 978-178250-633-1 | paperback | £12.99 | 19 March 2020
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Parenting & Child Health
22
22

More Parenting Inspiration

All available as eBooks

978-178250-248-7

978-178250-443-6

978-178250-372-9

978-178250-514-3

paperback | £7.99

paperback | £7.99

paperback | £7.99

paperback | £7.99

978-178250-482-5

978-178250-566-2

978-178250-529-7

978-178250-055-1

paperback | £8.99

paperback | £14.99

paperback | £12.99

paperback | £14.99
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Parenting & Child Health

Why Children
Need Boundaries
How Clear Rules and Healthy Habits
will Help your Children Thrive

LOÏS EIJGENRAAM
• A holistic, natural and positive guide to inspire and support individual
parenting approaches
• Offers practical advice on developing appropriate boundaries and
healthy habits for children of all ages, from babies to young adults
• Loïs Eijgenraam, author of Helping Children Form Healthy Attachments,
has been a teacher for over 30 years
Children of all ages need clear boundaries to help them navigate the
world around them and develop healthily. It is important for parents to
set boundaries appropriately, as well as to adapt them as children grow.
Loïs Eijgenraam draws on Rudolf Steiner’s theories of child development
to create a holistic, natural and positive guide to inspire and support your
own approach to parenting.

An insightful overview of the boundaries
children need at different ages and stages
Loïs Eijgenraam was born in 1965 in the
Netherlands. She has been a kindergarten
teacher for over 30 years and also works as
an educational consultant and lecturer. She is
the author of Helping Children Form Healthy
Attachments.

From Dutch | 198 x 130 mm | 120pp | 978-178250-636-2 | paperback | £8.99 | 19 March 2020
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Steiner-Waldorf Education

Transitions in Childhood
from Birth to 14 Years
Significance, Challenges and Consequences
— The Tasks for Educators and Teachers

EDITED BY SUSAN HOWARD
AND PHILIPP REUBKE
• An important collection of lectures from a 2015 conference at
the Goetheanum, looking at key educational questions
• A basis for further study and collaboration in the Waldorf
kindergarten and school movement

The History of Waldorf
Education Worldwide
Volume 1: 1919-1945

Susan Howard is a member of the Coordinating Group of the
International Steiner/Waldorf Early Childhood Association
(IASWECE).
Philipp Reubke is a European coordinator for IASWECE.
280 x 216 mm | 122pp | 978-1936849-52-9 | paperback
b/w and colour illus | £14.99 | WECAN | 8 May 2020

NANA GOEBEL
• Commissioned by the International Forum for Steiner/Waldorf
Education to celebrate 100 years since the first Waldorf School
• A fascinating history of Waldorf education around the world
• Includes over 150 photographs
254 x 178 mm | 400pp | 978-194358-288-4 | hardback
£30.00 | Waldorf Publications | 8 May 2020

24
24
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Steiner-Waldorf Education

Truth, Beauty
and Goodness

The Future of Education, Healing Arts
and Health Care

EDITED BY MICHAELA GLÖCKLER
• Draws on Dr Glöckler’s lectures at the 2018 Kolisko conference
• Discusses the power and healing impact of truth, beauty and
goodness across social areas
• Asks in particular how an understanding of truth, beauty and
goodness can be significant in the Waldorf school curriculum
Dr Michaela Glöckler is a former head of the Medical Section at the
Goetheanum in Dornach, Switzerland and an anthroposophical
pediatrician. She is the author of many books on child health and
development, including A Waldorf Guide to Children's Health.
228 x 152 mm | 80pp | 978-194358-232-7 | paperback
£12.99 | Waldorf Publications | 16 January 2020

You might also be interested in:

See the Child, Love the
Child, Know Yourself:
Now Teach!
ELAN LEIBNER
• A rewarding read for Waldorf teachers thinking about
professional and school development
• Explores issues around innovation in teaching, school
community and child observation
Elan Leibner has taught at Waldorf schools for over eighteen
years, and is now chair of the Pedagogical Section Council of
North America.
228 x 152 mm | 76pp | 978-194358-233-4 | paperback
£18.99 | Waldorf Publications | 14 February 2020
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Steiner-Waldorf Education

More Education Inspiration

15 Chorales by JS Bach
for Recorder Ensemble

978-178250-200-5

978-178250-170-1

paperback | £14.99

spiral bound | £14.99

978-178250-459-7

978-086315-878-0

paperback | £20.00

paperback | £20.00

STEVE BERNSTEIN
• Perfect for middle school students mastering recorder playing
• Beautifully balanced compositions for all four members of a
recorder ensemble
• By an experienced Waldorf music teacher
Steve Bernstein has taught at the Mountain Laurel Waldorf
School in New York State for over a decade. He is also the author
of Recorder Ensemble: First Collection for Soprano, Alto, Tenor
and Bass.

26

280 x 216 mm | 32pp | 978-194358-239-6 | paperback
£17.50 | Waldorf Publications | 8 May 2020
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What's New in Non-Fiction Books?

What's New
in Non-fiction Books?
Welcome to the non-fiction section of our catalogue.
Here, you will find our new edition of the perennial favourite Stargazers'
Almanac for 2021 (p.29).
Stories, Poems and Meditations contains a range of creative work by
the founder of the Camphill movement (p.30), while Bridges Between
Life and Death introduces an alternative perspective on many aspects
of death and dying (p.31).
Also in this section you'll find a range of fascinating titles from Lindisfarne
Books (p.32-33), and the latest selection of books focused on plant-based
living from Vegan Publishers (p.34-35).

p.29

Highlights for this season

p.34
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p.32

p.30

p.31
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Recent Non-Fiction

Recent bestsellers

978-178250-569-3

978-178250-609-6

paperback | £14.99

paperback | £20.00

Simply Sourdough

Baking Great Whole-grain Breads and More

LORY WIDMER HESS
• All the information you need to bake a great whole-grain loaf
using your own rye starter, with no added commercial yeast
• Includes a variety of recipes that can use the same starter,
including English muffins, pancakes and crackers
Lory Widmer Hess is editor-at-large for the Waldorf Early
Childhood Association of North America. She currently lives in
Villeret, Switzerland.

28
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978-178250-533-4

978-178250-603-4

paperback | £12.99

paperback | £14.99

216 x 216 mm | 72pp | 978-1936849-51-2 | paperback
£9.99 | WECAN | 16 January 2020
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Astronomy

Stargazers’ Almanac
2021
A Monthly Guide to the Stars and Planets

BOB MIZON
• Perfect for children and beginners
• Designed specifically for naked-eye astronomy — no telescope required!
• A perennially popular Christmas gift, which lasts the whole year
• Bonus features include an overhead reference map of the sky, a glossary
of constellations, and advice on how to navigate the night sky
• Suitable for astronomy enthusiasts throughout the Northern
Hemisphere’s temperate (non-tropical) latitudes

“Practical, nice to look at and suitable for all levels
of skywatcher.” — POPULAR ASTRONOMY
2021

An illustrated monthly guide to exploring
the stars and planets without a telescope
Bob Mizon, MBE, is co-ordinator of the
Commission for Dark Skies. He was elected a
Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society in
1985, and has been associated with the Wessex
Astronomical Society in various offices for
many years. He also provides a full-time mobile
planetarium service for schoolchildren in south
central England.

306 x 426 mm | colour illustrations | 32pp | 978-178250-642-3 | paperback | £14.99 | 14 May 2020
S20 Floris FINAL.indd 31
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Karl König
Archive
Crafts
& Activities

Stories, Poems
and Meditations
KARL KÖNIG
• Includes verses for specific occasions, twenty-four poems and short
stories for both children and adults
• An introductory essay gives unique insight into the historical context
in which König was writing

A selection of creative work from
the founder of the Camphill movement

Alongside his work with the Camphill movement, Karl König was
a prolific writer of stories, poems and meditative verses. This book
contains a selection of verses, poems and stories, as well as an extensive
introductory essay which explores the cultural environments in which
König was writing — including Vienna in the early twentieth century,
and the challenging times leading up to the Second World War — and
discusses the creative development of his literary work.

More from the Karl König archive:

Karl König (1902-1966) was well known as a
physician, author and lecturer. He began his work
at the Institute of Embryology at the University
of Vienna. In 1940 he founded the Camphill
movement in Scotland.
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Philosophy of Human Life

Bridges Between
Life and Death
IRIS PAXINO
• Introduces alternative ways of thinking about dying, death and the
journey of the soul after life
• A personal and moving book which explores different aspects of
death, from fear of death, to meeting with Christ, to materialistic and
atheist outlooks
• From an experienced psychologist and professional counsellor
How can we change the way we think about dying and death? Can we
build a new relationship with loved ones who have passed?
Iris Paxino, psychologist and professional counsellor, leads the reader
through the process of dying, the moment of death and different aspects
of death. These thoughtful insights help readers to understand more
about death and dying, leading to the possibility of a new connection
with lost loved ones.

You might
also be interested in:

A thoughtful introduction to ways of
thinking about death, dying and the afterlife
Iris Paxino was born in 1970 in Bucharest,
Romania, and grew up in Greece and Germany.
She has a PhD on the subject of near-death
experiences and runs a biographical counselling
practice in Stuttgart, Germany. She lectures
regularly on psychology and experiences of
death.

From German | 216 x 138 mm | 144pp | 978-178250-645-4 | paperback | £12.99 | 21 May 2020
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Lindisfarne Books

Harmony: The Heartbeat
of Creation
The Convergence of Ancient Wisdom and Quantum
Physics in the Triune Pulse of Nature's Forms

MONIQUE POMMIER
• An in-depth exploration of the areas where science and
spirituality intersect
• Examines number patterns and other themes that suggest a
fundamental unity of the universe

Saturn, Mary, Sophia:
Star Wisdom
Volume 2 with monthly ephemerides
and commentary for 2020

Monique Pommier, PhDE, is a psychospiritual counsellor, astrologer
and independent researcher in private practice in Boston. Her
previous works include The Twelvefold Archetype of the Soul:
Insights into the Cosmic Ground of Philosophical Imagination.
254 x 178 mm | 540pp | 978-158420-925-6 | paperback
£50.00 | Lindisfarne Books | 8 May 2020

You might also be interested in:

EDITED BY JOEL MATTHEW PARK
• Marks the 100 year anniversary of Rudolf Steiner's lecture
series 'Isis, Mary and Sophia'
• Highlights the influence and guidance we may receive from
the stars in the year 2020
Joel Park is a coworker at Plowshare Farm (a Camphill affiliate)
in Greenfield, New Hampshire. He is inspired by the work of
Robert Powell.
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280 x 216 mm | 232pp | 978-158420-917-1 | paperback
£20.00 | Lindisfarne Books | 21 November 2019
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Lindisfarne Books

Hearts and Minds

Reclaiming the Soul of Science and Medicine

WALTER ALEXANDER
• Asks whether consciousness is ultimately produced by neurons,
molecules, DNA and hormones
• A tale of emerging discoveries that restores ourselves and our
own understanding as integral to the workings of the world
Walter Alexander is a New York City-based veteran medical
journalist who covers clinical research across a range of specialties,
including cardiology, oncology and integrative medicine.
229 x 152 mm | 274pp | 978-158420-919-5 | paperback
£24.95 | Lindisfarne Books | 14 February 2020

From Yoga
to the Rose Cross
You might also be interested in:

MASSIMO SCALIGERO
• Shows how an in-depth experience of yoga leads to the path
of the Rose Cross, or Rosicrucianism
• A detailed explanation of the conclusions Scaligero drew from
his own spiritual experience
Massimo Scaligero (1906-1980) was born Antonio Sgabelloni in
Calabria, Italy. He was a renowned spiritual thinker who drew
on both Western and Eastern traditions. He is the author of
The Secrets of Space and Time and Treatise on Living Thinking
along with many other untranslated works.
229 x 152 mm | 272pp | 978-158420-915-7 | paperback
£22.95 | Lindisfarne Books | 8 May 2020
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Vegan
Publishers
Crafts
& Activities

Simple Vegan
Comfort Food

From the Café Indigo Kitchen

PATTI DANN
• A beautiful full-colour recipe book filled with a wide array of
delicious vegan recipes
• A collection of vegan comfort food for any home cook, from
basics to bread, brunch to lunch, dinner and beyond
• Includes some recipes that were previously considered 'trade
secrets' from the award-winning Café Indigo

The Healthy
Vegan Cookbook

A New System of Whole-food, Plant-based Eating

COLIN MCCULLOUGH

Patti Dann is the award-winning founder and owner of Café
Indigo, a bakery renowned for its delicious vegan desserts, which
are now sold across the US.
240 x 190 mm | 28 col illus | 96pp | 978-194018-456-2
paperback | £16.99 | Vegan Publishers | 14 Feb 2020

You might also be interested in:

• A new approach to incorporating whole-food, plant-based
meals into your diet
• An inspirational guide to satisfying heart, mind and tastebuds
every day
Colin McCullough teaches cooking classes in New England,
sharing his experience and recipes with people who want to
incorporate more whole-food, plant-based meals for health,
compassion and the environment.
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216 x 140 mm | 12 b/w illus | 314pp | 978-194018-455-5
paperback | £16.99 | Vegan Publishers | 16 Jan 2020
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Vegan Publishers

Happy Animals:
Friends Not Food
STORY BY LIORA RAPHAEL AND GLENN SAKS
ILLUSTRATIONS BY SUSAN SZECSI
• An accessible way for children to start to understand animals
and the connection between all living things
• A gentle, age-appropriate introduction to veganism
Liora Raphael lives in Los Angeles with her husband, two children,
and their poodle.
Glenn Saks lives in Los Angeles with his wife. He had long noticed
the disconnect between children enjoying stories with cute
animals as the hero, and how often those very same animals
were being fed to them at meal time.
240 x 280 mm | col illus | 32pp | 978-194018-457-9 | hardback
£14.99 | Age 4-8 | Vegan Publishers | 14 Feb 2020

More children's books from Vegan Publishers:

I Am Not Food!
STORY BY ABIOSEH COLE
ILLUSTRATIONS BY KAYLEIGH CASTLE
• Written by a poet, recording artist and animal-rights activist
• An accessible way for young children to start to understand
the ideas behind veganism
Abioseh Cole is a poet, animal rights activist, teacher, hip-hop
artist, producer, and recording engineer. He has won numerous
poetry slams and taught poetry workshops to students ranging
from middle school age to adulthood.
152 x 152 mm | col illus | 18pp | 978-194018-454-8 | board book
£7.99 | Age 4-7 | Vegan Publishers | 16 Jan 2020
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Floris Books
Astronomy
Online

Discover our Apps
Biodynamic
Gardening Calendar
Find the ideal dates
and times to sow and
tend your plants with
this handy app.

Visit us online at www.florisbooks.co.uk

When Wine
Tastes Best
Get the best out of
your bottle with this
biodynamic calendar
for wine drinkers.

Find us on social media @FlorisBooks

'See Inside' feature
View sample chapters from our
new and bestselling books to
preview before you buy

Download our full order form at FlorisBooks.co.uk/trade
Join our Mailing List
36

Get a FREE book with every order when you sign up
Choose your subjects of interest for news, offers, and extra
content straight to your inbox
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South Africa

Please note that each of our
distributors carries a different
selection of our books. Please
contact them directly to enquire
about availability of specific books.

RUDOLF STEINER PUBLICATIONS
SA

USA

Sophia House, 18 Firfield Road
Plumstead
7800 Cape Town
Tel: 021 761 9600
steinerp@netactive.co.za

For Waldorf and anthroposophical
accounts:

Canada

STEINER BOOKS

201-128A Sterling Road
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M6R 2B7
Tel: 416-934-9900
www.pgcbooks.ca

PO Box 960
Herndon, VA 20172-0960
Tel: 1-703-661-1594
www.steinerbooks.org

L’ÉTOILÉE (previously Mandragore)

For wholesale and
trade accounts:
CONSORTIUM BOOK SALES
AND DISTRIBUTION
The Keg House
Suite 101
34 13th Avenue NE
Minneapolis, MN 55413-1007
Tel: 612 746 2600
www.cbsd.com

Australia & New Zealand
FOOTPRINT BOOKS
4/8 Jubilee Avenue
Warriewood NSW 2102
Tel: 02-9997 3973
www.footprint.com.au

PUBLISHERS GROUP CANADA

265 4e Rang Ouest
Kingsey Falls, QC J0A 1BO
Tel: 1-819-358-5834
www.letoilee.com

NEST EUROPEAN TOYS & HOME
247 Mackay Street
Ottawa, ON K1M 2B6
Tel: 1-613-241-7333
www.nest.ca

TRIFOLD BOOKS

P.O. Box 534
King City
Ontario L7B 1A7
Tel: 1-905-726-0142
www.trifoldbooks.com

The following bookshops in the UK and
Ireland stock many Floris books:
AL FINE

SALAGO

26 Hartfield Rd
Forest Row RH18 5DY
Tel: 01342-824422

CAMPHILL BOOKSHOP

199 North Deeside Rd
Bieldside, Aberdeen AB15 9EN
Tel: 01224-867611

CONSCIOUS CRAFT (Mail-order)
Unit 4, Spring Hill Orchard
Weirwood, Forest Row, RH18 5HT
Tel: 01342-825200
www.consciouscraft.uk

ELMFIELD BOOKSHOP
Love Lane, Stourbridge
West Midlands DY8 2EA
Tel: 01384-394633
giftshop@elmfield.com

GLENCRAIG BOOKSHOP

Camphill Community Glencraig
Craigavad, Holywood BT18 0DB
Tel: 028-9042-3396/5170

THE LANTERN BOOKSHOP

Community Centre, Folly Farm Lane
Ashly, Ringwood BH24 2NN
Tel: 01425-473159
77 Morningside Rd
Edinburgh EH10 4AY
Tel: 0131-447 5145

Visit discoverkelpies.co.uk to find out
more about our Kelpies range of Scottish
books for children everywhere.

PLAYFULL TOYSHOP

87 Gloucester Road
Bristol BS7 8AS
Tel: 0117-9446767
www.playfulltoyshop.com

THE MULBERRY BUSH

Interested in our Scottish children's books?

S20 Floris FINAL.indd 39

UK AND IRELAND
BOOKSHOPS

MYRIAD NATURAL TOYS
& CRAFTS (Mail-order)
The Old Stables, Nine Yews
nr Cranborne, Dorset
BH21 5PW
Tel: 01725-517085
www.myriadonline.co.uk

51 High Street
Totnes, Devon TQ9 5NP
Tel: 01803-865721
www.salago.co.uk
SALAMANDER
York Steiner School, Danesmead
Fulford, York YO10 4PB
Tel: 01904-654983

AN SIOPA BEAG
(Shop and Mail-order)

Distributors and Bookshops

OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS

Main Street, Killaloe
Co. Clare, Ireland
Tel: +353-61-375 770
www.ansiopabeag.com

RUDOLF STEINER BOOKSHOP
35 Park Rd
London NW1 6XT
Tel: 020-7724-7699
RSH-bookshop@anth.org.uk

TALES FOR TADPOLES
47 Drury Street
Dublin, Ireland
Tel: +353-01-679 2155
www.talesfortadpoles.ie

AN TEARMANN

Main St, Kilcullen
Co Kildare, Ireland
Tel: +353-45-481597

WOODEN HEART

3 Quay Street, Galway City
Co Galway, Ireland
Tel: +353-91-563542
www.woodenheart.ie
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